Economic impact and quality of life as endpoints of nutritional therapy.
The present review exposes why considering primary endpoints such as cost-effectiveness and quality of life in wasting disease research is critical for promoting medical nutrition therapy. Despite growing evidence that nutritional support improves patients' clinical outcome, its use is not widely considered as a routine by most healthcare professionals. Many factors, depending on physicians, patients and institutions, could explain such a resistance to implement nutritional therapy in routine care. One of these factors is the lack of indisputable evidence that nutritional intervention improves patients' quality of life and is cost-effective. In today's resource-constrained environment, disease management strategies are judged in terms of not only clinical efficacy and safety but also patient satisfaction and economic dimensions. The demonstration of a positive costs/saving ratio is crucial to obtain the political backing of health administrators and sustain further investment in research. Moreover, improving patients' quality of life promotes their capacity to cope with psychological distress, increases their tolerance and response to treatments, and enhances the global image of the healthcare system. In wasting diseases research, there is a need for well designed clinical trials from which cost-utility performance of nutritional interventions could be assessed in order to convince all the stakeholders and to get support from clinicians and patients themselves.